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The synonyms of “Artifacts” are: artefact

Artifacts as a Noun

Definitions of "Artifacts" as a noun

According to the Oxford Dictionary of English, “artifacts” as a noun can have the following
definitions:

A man-made object taken as a whole.

https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199571123.001.0001/acref-9780199571123
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Synonyms of "Artifacts" as a noun (1 Word)

artefact An object made by a human being, typically one of cultural or historical interest.
Gold and silver artefacts.
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Associations of "Artifacts" (30 Words)

archaeologist
A person who studies human history and prehistory through the excavation
of sites and the analysis of artefacts and other physical remains.
Chinese archaeologists uncovered life sized terracotta statues.

automate Make automatic or control or operate automatically.
Automate the movement of the robot.

dig Create by digging.
A thorough dig of the whole plot.

ersatz
(of a product) made or used as a substitute, typically an inferior one, for
something else.
Ersatz emotion.

https://grammartop.com/automate-synonyms
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excavate Remove earth carefully from (an area) in order to find buried remains.
The cheapest way of doing this was to excavate a long trench.

fabrication A deliberately false or improbable account.
The story was a complete fabrication.

fake Fraudulent; having a misleading appearance.
It isn t fake anything it s real synthetic fur.

faux Not genuine or real; being an imitation of the genuine article.
A faux fur jacket.

imitation
The doctrine that representations of nature or human behavior should be
accurate imitations.
A child learns to speak by imitation.

imitative Following a model or example without any attempt at originality.
Man is an imitative being.

inauthentic Not in fact what it is said to be.
These books were fabricated and contained inauthentic material.

jade
Of something having the color of jade especially varying from bluish green
to yellowish green.
A jade figurine.

mannequin A woman who wears clothes to display fashions.
She was too fat to be a mannequin.

model Construct a model of.
Model a head with clay.

nephrite A hard, pale green or white mineral which is one of the forms of jade. It is a
silicate of calcium and magnesium.

nutritive Relating to nutrition.
Nutritive food.

phony Fraudulent; having a misleading appearance.

pit Remove the pits from.
Pit plums and cherries.

preservative Tending or having the power to preserve.
The jams contain no artificial colours or preservatives.

priceless So precious that its value cannot be determined.
Priceless works of art.

pseudo Not genuine; spurious or sham.
We are talking about real journalists and not the pseudo kind.

reproducible Able to be reproduced or copied.
The logo should be easily reproducible.

https://grammartop.com/faux-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/imitation-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/pit-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/priceless-synonyms
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shard
A piece of broken ceramic, metal, glass, or rock, typically having sharp
edges.
Shards of glass flew in all directions.

simulate Imitate the appearance or character of.
Future population changes were simulated by computer.

simulated Not genuine or real; being an imitation of the genuine article.
A simulated leather handbag.

spurious Not being what it purports to be; false or fake.
Separating authentic and spurious claims.

sweetener An inducement, typically in the form of money or a concession.
Diet drinks contain artificial sweeteners like saccharin.

synthetic A synthetic material or chemical especially a textile fibre.
All men are arrogant is a synthetic proposition.

unearth
Discover (something hidden, lost, or kept secret) by investigation or
searching.
They have done all they can to unearth the truth.

https://grammartop.com/unearth-synonyms

